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HERE we are in the middle of

winter when gardens should be
drab and uninteresting.
Yet, why is there so much in

flower now?

It is due to the fact the coolness
of autumn and winter is conducive
to providing ideal conditions for
many flowering plants.
Let's take a look at some of the
best of the many flowering plants
that will add brightness and
colour to your winter garden.
Abundant small yellow and
orange flowers, providing a
marmalade effect, smother the
compact bush known as Browallia,
which provides bright splashes of
colour in a sunny winter garden.
The leptospermum or tea tree
family is host to lots of
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winter-flowering gems.
Tea trees enjoy a sunny,

well-drained situation where their

real water-wise winner.

shorvy double and singte flowers
in white, pink and red will provide
lots of natural colour.
Anigozanthos, or kangaroo paw,
is looking great at the moment,

Tibouchina J azzre,

with the newer dwarf varieties
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Flowering plants add bright colour to winter

being the most popular. Good
drainage and sun are necessities.
The delightful Euphorbia
diamond frost is covered with
masses of tiny white bracts all
year round, with winter being no
exception to this stunning
performer. Full sun and good

dr

best
flowering tibouchina of all, is
again providing lots of deep purple
blooms, ffid looking an absolute
treat. All tibouchina enjoy sun or
part shade and moist conditions.
Bougainvillea are always
winners in winter as the cooler
conditions cause them to shed lots
of foliage, which creates perfect
conditions for massed flowering.
Bougainvillea need lots of sun,
particularly hot, western sun.
Early flowering azaleas are
t_he

gardens.
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colourful single and double showy
flowers lighting up a winter

garden.
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Part shade, moist conditions and
an acid soil are ideal.

The delightful fuchsia is always
popular at this time of year. Buy
sun-hardened plants and continue
to grow them in sun until the
warm weather.
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Catch Graham at Peregian
Garden Centre Fridag through
MondaU, or tune inta ABC Coast
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